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Maths Revision Worksheet: Paper I Algebra I 

1. I know how to add and subtract positive and negative numbers.  

2. I know how to add and subtract positive and negative algebraic (like) terms with the 

same letter raised to the same power. 

3. I know how to ‘Simplify Algebraic Expressions’ by gathering like terms together 

Ex1 Page 3 

4. I know how to multiply and divide positive and negative numbers and algebraic terms by 

 

Multiplying/Dividing the sign by sign 

Multiplying/Dividing the number by number 

Multiplying/dividing the letter by letter (adding the powers of the any same letters 

when multiplying/ subtracting them when dividing) 

 

Keeping in mind that like signs give plus and unlike signs give negative 

 

5. I know that when removing brackets in an algebraic expression a minus sign outside of 

brackets changes the sign of all the terms inside the brackets. 

-(-3)   = 3 and   (-3) = -3 and   -(x-2) = -x +2 and -(-y+2) = y-2 

6. I know how to remove brackets to simplify an algebraic expression 

Ex2 Page 4 

7. I know how to evaluate expressions using BIMDAS. 

Ex1 Page 5 

2012 Q3 

8. I know I know that ‘Solve’ means find a numerical value for X (the variable) 

9. I can solve linear equations 

Ex 1 Page 6 

2014 Q3 

10. I know how to add and subtract algebraic fractions  to express as a single fraction (using 

containers to simplify) 

Ex 1 and Ex2  Page 10 

11. I know how to solve linear equations with fractions by Multiplying all terms by the LCM 

of the denominators. 

Ex 1 and Ex 2 Page 8 

2012 Q2 C  2011 Q3 

12. I know that the following rules apply when plotting number lines for linear inequalities 
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X Є N use Dots X Є Z use Dots  X Є R use hick Line 

If < > are in the inequality and X Є N or Z then don’t dot the number in the answer 

If ≤≥ are in the inequality and X Є N or Z then do dot the number in the answer 

If < > are in the inequality and X Є R then OPEN dot the number in the answer 

If ≤≥ are in the inequality and X Є R then FULL dot the number in the answer 

 

13. I know how to solve linear inequalities by making sure that as good practice  

I keep or move x to the left of the inequality and the numbers to the right 

I make sure my answer has a positive x ... if x is negative I multiply (or divide) all terms 

by -1 AND CHANGE THE DIRECTION OF THE INEQUALITY SIGN 

Ex 1 and Ex 2 Page 12 

2011 Q2 

14. I know how to solve Simultaneous Equations by: 

Focussing on eliminating the Y term 

Ensuring that the signs of the Y term are different and that the coefficient of the Y 

Terms is the same before cancelling to find X 

I know to sub my value of X into the first equation to find Y and that I can check my 

answer by subbing both values into the 2nd equation. 

Ex 1 and Ex2 Page 14 

2012 Q2 

15. I know that I can use simultaneous equations to find the intersection point of graphed 

lines. (linear and quadratic) 

2014 Q3 

16. I know that I can use simultaneous equations to solve everyday problems 

Ex 1 Page 17 

17. I know how to Rearrange a Formula to make any letter the subject of the formula.   

I know that there are 4 types of rearranging problems: 

 Straight forward  

 Problems with Fractions (find lcm and multiply it by all terms) 

 Problems with brackets (remove them by multiplying out) 

Problems where the subject appears twice. (gather them and factorise them 

out) 

Ex 1, 2 and 3 Page20 
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1. I know that quadratic terms or expressions contain a variable with 2 as its highest power 

and I know that there are 2 methods to used to FACTORISE quadratic expressions on OL 

Course. (Other methods include Highest Common Factor and Grouping) 

 

(i) Factoring Quadratic Expressions using Guide Number Technique and Vinnys 

Way 

 

3x2 + 13x + 4      Guide Number is (3) by (4) = 12 So factors of 12 which multiply to 

give 12 and add to 13 would be ......... 1 and 12 

 

Write  3x 3x and look to cancel ... (3x+1) and (x+4) as factors. 

1  12 

 

(ii) Using Difference of 2 Squares  

Ex 3 Page 26 

 

2. I know that using factors to solve quadratic equations involves the following steps: 

Finding the factors of the quadratic expression using the Guide Number Technique, by 

Difference of 2 squares or Highest Common Factor if necessary 

Letting each factor = 0 to find the values for x (i.e. x can/will have 2 values) 

 

Ex 1 and Ex2 Page 27 

3. I know that a plot of a quadratic expression gives a parabola shape and that the values 

for x found when the expression is = 0 are the point on the x –axis where a plot of the 

quad expression cuts the x-axis! 

4. I know how to solve quadratic equations involving fractions. 

Ex 1 and Ex 2 Page 30 

5. I know how to set up my calculator to use the Quadratic Formula to solve Quadratic 

equations. 

6. I know that I can solve any quadratic equation using the quad formula. 

Ex 1 Page 32 2014 Q4 

7. I can solve a pair of equations, one linear and one quadratic (line circle) simultaneously 

by re writing the linear eqn in terms of X or Y and subbing this value into the quadratic 

equation to find its values before subbing this back i to find the other corresponding 

values. 

Ex 1 Page 33  2014 Q3  2012 Q3 
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8. I know how to form an equation given its roots by letting ‘x = to each root’ and rewriting 

to get (X +/- the root) = 0 for both roots.  Multiplying these to get the equation. 

Ex 1 and Ex 2 Page 35 

 

9. I know how that the Laws of Indices can be found on page 21 of the log book and know 

how to solve problems using these laws 

Ex 1 and Ex 2 Page 37 

10. I know how to solve problems involving fractions 

Q4 / Q10 Page 419 

11. I know how to solve Equations involving Indices by looking to make the ‘base’ numbers 

the same before equating their indices values. 

Ex 1 and Ex 2 page 40 

2013 Q3c 

12. I know that a ‘rational’ number is any number that can be expressed as a ratio.  I can 

type a number into my calculator (like 0.75), press = , and ‘3/4’ will appear.  This means 

that 0.75 is a rational number. Pressing SD button will switch between 0.75 and ¾ 

I know that √2 is an ‘irrational’ number (never-ending and non-repeating) 

13. I know that irrational numbers such as √2, √5, √8, √13 are known as Surds 

14. I know how to  add and subtract Surds  

Ex 1 Page 42 

15. I know how to Multiply Surds 

Ex 2 Page 43 

16. I know how to solve equations involving Surds 

Ex 1 Page 44 

 

 


